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MINUTES OF MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Monday, April 5, 1976 Gallagher Theater

The Faculty Senate convened in regular session at 3 p.m. on Monday,
April 5, 1976, in the Gallagher Theater. Vice President McMillan presided.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the meeting of March 1, 1976 were approved
as distributed to members.

REMARKS BY FACULTY CHAIRMAN STEELINK: Faculty Chairman Cornelius Steelink referred
to a "legislative report" he had prepared for members of the Senate which was being
distributed. He pointed out that House Bill 2186 which prohibits the Arizona Board
of Regents from incorporating tenure into the faculty constitutions of the state
universities seemed to be moving through committees in the Arizona House of Repre-
sentatives despite the fact that when the bill was originally introduced it was
predicted it would not receive serious consideration. Dr. Steelink said he now
felt there was genuine cause for concern that the bill might pass. He said all
interested parties wishing to express opposition to the bill should contact their
respective representatives urging defeat of the measure. The bill is to come before

the House Government Operations Committee on April 7. Dr. Steelink said he thought
it would be particularly helpful if senators would contact members of that committee.

Their names, he pointed out, were listed in his "legislative report".

REMARKS BY REGENTS PRESIDENT WOODS, REGENT CAMPBELL, AND EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR
WOODALL: Vice President McMillan explained that Dr. Schaefer could not attend today's
Senate meeting because he was in court in Phoenix.

Mr. McMillan said he was pleased to introduce to the Senate the President
of the Arizona Board of Regents, Mr. Sidney Woods of Yuma, Regent Rudy Campbell of
Tempe, and Mr. Larry Woodall, Executive Coordinator of the Board of Regents.
President Woods had asked that these individuals be afforded opportunity to appear
before the Faculty Senate on this date and President Schaefer had been pleased to
arrange for this visit.

Mr. McMillan then turned the rostrum over to Mr. Woods who saId that he
would first make some prepared remarks to the Senate. He said the floor would then
be open to questions which he and his colleagues would attempt to answer.

Mr. Woods' opening remarks were as follows:

"Members of the University of Arizona Faculty: It is a pleasure for me to
be able to attend this meeting, and to address a few remarks to you, in your
capacity as a legislative body responsible to the general faculty. Since becoming
a member of the Arizona Board of Regents in 1971, it has been a personal goal of
mine to do everything possible to open the lines of communications to the faculty,
staff, and. students, through the respective administrations of our three universities.

"It has long been my contention that in order for any large organization, such
as a university, to operate efficiently and effectively, there must be an established
flow of information through the proper channels to and from the governing body, which

is the Board of Regents. This flow of data must come from all segments of the school,
and must be accurate and timely if proper action is to be taken.
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"In reviewing the history of the Board, I find that in the past, few, if
any, opportunities were afforded to organizations such as the Faculty Senate for
dialogue and an exähange of ideas. Prior to this time, most of our contacts have
been with either individuals or small groups, with limited objectives, which did
not produce the type of interface which I envision.

"Several months ago, as a result of legislative action, all Regent meetings -
both regular and conmittee study sessions, were opened to the general public. To
further this process, the Regents established, under a Committee of the Whole, a
regularly scheduled 'call to the audience' of persons desiring to address the Board
on any relevant topic. Both of these actions have stimulated attendance and
participation at all levéls, especially by students, and to a lesser extent, the
faculty.

"There is a pressing need for better communications and greater participation
with the established agencies within the universities, such as the Faculty Senates,
and Student Government. It is to this end that I am here today.

"I feel certain that by this time, most of you are familiar with the ten (lo)
point program which I set forth as goals for accomplishment during my tenure as
President. Although these 10 points are general in scope, all of you will be
affected by them, to some degree, and many of you will participate in their exe-
cution. I will merely enumerate them here since they have been given a fair amount
of publicity since January:

Survey completion and/or review of the l97 Long Range Plan.
Completion and implementation of the Duplication Study.
Completion of a Costing Study by major discipline at the three
univers ïties.

. A review of the 22:1 student/faculty formula.
Revision of a budget format designed for use by the University
System.
Implementation and policing of the rules on local fund expenditures
and transfer of appropriated funds.
An update of Arizona Board of Regents Ordinances, and bylaws.
Establishment of a Legislative Liaison Committee.
Establishment of better communications with students.
An intensive effort to clean up legal problems with a concerted
effort to reduce the underlying causes.

"To you, as members of the Senate, I would like to touch briefly on academic
matters of vital concern to you all.

"Our university system in Arizona is undergoing rapid change. Growth is
continuing at a rate which would be unusual in the extreme in most other states.
Head count in the system as of' 1975 amounts to 73,906 students with 28,538 of these
accounted for at the University of Arizona. This breaks down into 63,089 FTE
systemwide, with 25,0)49 at the U. of A. Graduate and professional enrollment is
expanding at a rate that would not have been conceivable ten years ago - with a
head count of 18,533 overall of which 7,380 are at the U/A. By 1985 it is projected
we will have from 90 to 95,000 head count in our three universities with profes-
slonal enrollments comprising between 26 to 28% of the total. While lower division
enrollments are expected to taper off slightly during this period, total growth
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win be more than compensated by upper division and graduate students. These
figures will still hold true, even though there is some indication of leveling off
in birth rate, due to the large in-migration which goes on and on as long as the
western sun continues to shine. These figures will also be further augmented by
the high participation rate of adults seeking professional education and enrichment
which should run well above the national average.

"All these things portend problems for the Board of Regents in securing the
money and capital improvements necessary to support this type of expansion,
especially when coupled with our desire to maintain and improve quality education.
The Board of Regents is committed to supporting and expanding higher quality
teaching, research and public service programs in conjunction with the administration
and faculty. Certainly this goal must be one of shared responsibilities which
reflect whole-hearted participation and effort by all concerned.

"Out of this type of commitment, the Regents feel, will come the maintenance
of comprehensive general purpose institutions which will provide access to better
opportunities for all Arizona citizens. Further developments as regards diversity
and flexibility must take place in the university system which will permit our
schools to serve our population, including transfer students, in a wide variety of
educational endeavors. The universities should reflect the basic characteristics
found in technological institutions as well as those specializing in professional
education and training, if we are to meet our commitments in the future.

"As a part of the political process, the University System must increasingly
provide more and better public service and research on the many problems which exist
in our state and be prepared to assist through counseling and the lending of
technical aid in solving these problems. In order to accomplish this the over-riding
objective of the system must be to provide excellence in instruction, which is the
basis of the learning process and acts to further stimulate creativity and originalty
in both the students and faculty members.

"We must continue to develop graduate programs selectively, based upon genuine
need and demand As a complement thereto, we must further research opportunities
for both faculty and students. We must continue to develop the process of lifelong
learning by offering continuing education through new and coordïnated delivery
systems. We must not forget the support structures of our universities and must
strive to improve and expand such vital processes as the library, computer centers,
museums, learning laboratories, etc. At the same time, we must not become so
carried away with our moves forward that we fail to undertake basic university level
reviews and evaluations of academic programs. This must be done in order to improve
curriculum, limit duplication and proliferation of offerings, and provide opportunities
for faculty and administrators to develop programs that are geared to the resources,
as well as the needs of Arizona taxpayers.

"Many of the programs enumerated above, if activated, will cost money--a lot
of money--and we all know that this is a commodity In short supply in Arizona in 1976.
To this end, I might add that we in this state have become somewhat spoiled, since,
for years, our growth has been such that budgeting has been more a process of
allocating available funds than determining needs. This may be a situation which is
gone forever, for, even though the financial viability of our state may return soon,
new priorities such as 'people programs' are springing up daily to compete with
higher education for the tax dollar.
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"It is my feeling that, with the type of personnel we have in our university
system, and particularly here at the University of Arizona, we will find a way
within the limits of the resources available to us to achieve, through technology
and productivity, the type of system to which I know you are all committed, one
in which you will have the whole-hearted support of the Board of Regents, and
one of which the state of Arizona can indeed be proud."

Mr. Woods said he would next like to open the floor to questions. He
said that he would be assisted: by Regent Campbell and Mr. Woodall in attempting
to answer questions. Mr. McMillan pointed out that Mr. Woods had asked that not
only Senators but all members of the faculty be invited to participate in the
question and answer period.

Mr. Woods said he assumed the faculty would like to have the bill
prohibiting tenure discussed. He said that while the Board had not taken a formal
position on the matter he thought all if not most Regents were opposed to the bill.
He said perhaps some regular periodic review of any person's professional performance
might be in order from time to time, however.

Dr. Steelink asked what the view of the Board of Regents is about
functioning as a last court of appeal in a grievance case, for example, after all
channels of the University have been exhausted. The answer was that the Board of
Regents is not a hearing group. It is a. policy-making and deliberating group.
It was Mr. Woods' judgment that once all university channels in a given case have
been exhausted appeal to the courts should be the next step.

Dr. Gerald Peterson asked if Mr. Woods could elaborate on his remark
that the Arizona universities should reflect the basic characteristics found in tech-
nological institutions as well as those specializing in professional education
and training. Mr. Woods said perhaps he had not chosen his words as carefully as
he should have. He said all that he was intending to indicate was that the
universities should provide a very wide breadth of higher education.

Dr. Donald Myers said he appreciated Mr. Woods' comments about the
importance of greater communication between the Board of Regents and the faculty.
He said he wondered if the Regents had discussed the effect on communication with
the faculty if the "Bradford" bill were passed. Mr. Woods replied that his personal
feeling is that he would reaòt to that situation when necessary. Regent Campbell
pointed out that the Regents have not discussed the consequences of this bill.

Dr. Dinowitz asked Mr. Woods if he could expand on his statement that
graduate programs would, be broadened based on need and demand. Mr. Woods stated
that his personal opinion was that the universities of the state should continue
to give as broad an education as possible in line with the available resources. He

said we must keep close watch on the demand for courses and programs and try to
respond in the very best way possible to such demands.

Dr. Gegenheimer stated that one or two years ago the Senate adopted a
report calling for a review of department heads at five-year intervals. He asked
if the faculty could be told the status of that report. Mr. Woodall replied that
he did not recall receiving such a report. He said that as soon as he returned to
his office he would find out if the Regents were harboring any such document.
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Dr. Simpson asked what the outlook was for new construction, particu.-
larly for an Earth Sciences Building. Mr. Woods said that the outlook for new
construction was grim. The Regents had been given no capital outlay money the
previous year.

Dr. Danielson stated that Mr. Woods had referred in his prepared
remarks to a review of the faculty-student ratio. He asked if the faculty might

have an elaboration on that.

Mr. Woodall then discussed the student-faculty ratio of 22 to i and
said that it appeared that this should be reexamined. Perhaps this no longer is
an appropriate formula.

Mr. Campbell commented that if Arizona's population continues to grow
the universities have three options, taking into account the state's financial
condition: Change the 22 to 1 formula, or set the maximum number of students

that win be accommodated at one institution, or open another campus.

Dr. Henning Jensen asked if the Regents would favor faculty members
serving on committees which would assist in the developing of the University
budget or library planning, or other concerns. The answer was that such things
should be worked out congenially on the campus by whatever arrangement is found
to work best. Administration-faculty relations on the campus are not of course

the Regents' responsibility.

Dr. Frank LaBan asked how the Regents determine proportionate funding
support for graduate versus undergraduate study.

The response was that there is in effect a Regents' limitation specifying
that the enrollment in the Graduate College of an Arizona university may not
exceed approximately 25% of the total student body. Dr. LaBan said he was thinking
not so much about the proportionate numbers of students but rather philosophically
on what basis would funding be allocated. Mr. Campbell said that the funding goes
where the students are--in other words, to those fields and at that level of study
within those fields where student demand develops.

Mr. Woodall referred to the growth in Arizona of the community college
system and said that the universities must measure up to their role. There are
now 66,000 students enrolled in Arizona community colleges each year and the
community colleges' instructional programs are not only terminal ones. Many of
their programs are academic ones for students who later come to the universities
for upper-division study. Universities must therefore more and more become upper-
division and graduate institutions with proportionately more and more of their
funding being allocated to upper-division and graduate work. Attention must also
be given, Mr. Woodall said, to planning for establïshing programs not yet existing
in Arizona, for instance, veterinary medicine and dentistry. Institutions in
other states in thè compact of the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education
(WICHE) will continue to help for a time, but as the demand for veterinarians in
Arizona grows, for instance, universities are going to have to heed it. It may be
that an increased portion of the total college level educational operation of the
state on the lower division win be handled by the community colleges, he said.

At this point Mr. Woods said he would like to turn to some questions that
had been submitted to him in advance.
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One question asked if the Board of Regents favored a fourth state university
campus. He said the Board of Regents had taken no position on this but he
personnaly was opposed to a fourth campus. If a fourth university were to open,
it wotild cost a minimum of SlOO,000,000 just to get it off the ground, he said.
He said he thought it would be better for the time being for the three existing
institutions to strain at the seams. Mr. Woods said he was also strongly opposed
to branch campuses, for instance, an ASU branch campus in Glendale. This would
simply in a short time become a fourth university, he said. Mr. Campbell said
he thought the Regents must be involved in any consideration of a branch campus
or a new four-year school, otherwise they might be sidestepped. Maricopa County,
for instance, might push for a four-year school. He felt the Regents should stay
close to the situation. Mr. Woods said that a branch campus could only diminish
the support of the three present state universities. Mr. Woodall referred to the
California experience where the California regents suddenly found that the
legislature had pre-empted from them the right to determine planning for higher
education in the state and pushed through the development of a separate university
system.

Mr. Woods turned to the next question which asked if the Regents favored
a state-funded summer session. His answer was yes, if the legislature provides
the money.

Another question asked if the Regents favored expanded continuing
education opportunities including off-campus programa. Mr. Woods said his answer
was that the state's institutions of higher education should do everything they
can that the state's resources will support and permit. Much in the area of
continuing education is being done, of course, throughout the state by the Uni-
versity of Arizona and the other universities.

Should the Board of Regents pay the employe's contribution toward the
retirement fund? The answer was that if legislation so providing were to pass,
the Board of Regents would have no choice. Mr. Woods said he personally had no
objection. It was the consensus of Mr. Woods, Mr. Campbell, and Mr. Woodall that
this matter was strictly a legislative matter.

Another question asked how can Arizona legislators be better educated
about education concerns in Arizona, particularly those of higher education.
Mr. Woods said the answer was better communication, and toward that end he had
appointed a legislative liaison committee which seeks to work amicably and
constructively with legislators. "We cannot afford the luxury of being in an
adversary position", he said. "We must talk, communicate, inform, and look
legislators in the eye. Nothing is as effective as talking to a man about any
matter face-to-face."

Another question asked what the prospects are for more financial support
of capital building. Mr. Woods pointed out that this is a matter that continually
is under study. One suggestion, of course, is bonding. However, Arizona citizens,
through their leaders, have consistently operated on a pay-as-you-go basis. Mr.
Woodall said he was "a bond man". and thought bonding was the correct way to provide
funding for capital outlay. But in Arizona at the state level there is a prevailing
attitude that is anti-bond. Every other level of government can issue bonds ,from
school district through city and county, but not the state level, even though in
19 other states bonding at the state level is accepted as a matter of fact.
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The question was asked what had happened to the proposal to create
"Regents professorships". The answer was that there is no objection to this
program other than the cost. It has not been found feasible yet to fund this
program.

The next question asked if the Board of Regents should intervene in
faculty grievances. The answer was, "Not if there is any way we can stay out
of them".

Another question asked what the status is of the Regents' review of
the Faculty Constitution and Bylaws. Mr. Campbell explained that the Regents
committee considering this xnatter,on which he sits, is getting fairly close to
approving the Consitution of the U of A, and some final report should be ready
shortly. The committee has not yet started its consideration of the proposed
constitutions of the other two state universities.

Mr. Woods read another question which asked if' the Regents would
continue to support research on the U of A campus. The answer was yes, to the
greatest extent possible that available funds will permit.

The question was asked what was the intent of the "duplication study".
Mr. Woodafl said that there had been some misunderstanding about this. The
only duplication anyone is concerned about is "where duplication exists without
demand". If there is demand for a particular instructional program on all three
of the state university campuses, then certainly it will be provided at all three.
Dr. LaBan asked how that demand might be expressed, and the answer was that if it
comes from the taxpayers the message will be recognized by the Regents and in
due time the program will be provided. However, if a course is carried in the
catalog and enrollment does not develop for that course, then there is a question
about whether it should be retained.

Another question asked whether or not persons not professional educators
should be granted faculty status. Mr. Woods said that it was rather hard for a
state university to depart from traditional procedures that specify that certain
academic credentials are prerequisite to appointment to the faculty. In certain
special cases, however, it might be appropriate.

Dr. Cozine asked if the concept of student evaluation of faculty is
accepted, and faculty evaluation of department heads is accepted, what do the
Regents think of student and faculty evaluation of administrators, say from the
level of assistant dean up? The answer was that this was a matter that the Regents
had not given attention to.

The question was asked whether the Regents favored proposed legislation
now before the Arizona legislature which would place students on the Board of
Regents. Mr. Woods said he was opposed to any action which would place a student
or students on the Board either as voting or nonvoting members. If such legis-
lation is passed, he said he would expect that next there would be a move to place
a faculty member on the Board, and perhaps the year after that, an alumnus.

Dr. Gegenheimer asked if thought was being given to the Board's recom-
mending to the legislature that legislation be passed regulating private institutions'
being able to operate that are in fact simply flimflams and diploma mills. In other
words, should not some control be established that would prevent such operations?
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The answer was yes indeed. It was pointed out that Mr. Woodail had written some
proposed legislation on this subject and the bill is under consideration. Mr.

Michael Flores, a student member of the Faculty Senate, said that if the Regents
wanted to establish better communication with students, as Mr. Woods had stated,
why could this not best be accomplished by having student members on the Board?
Mr. Woods said that he felt the input of information could be obtained in ways
other than by membership on the Board. He said he had testified before a committee
of the legislature against putting three nonvoting students on the Board. He said
students are in the University to get an education. It is not a question of
intelligence, but rather of background and experience. Students simply do not
have adequate background or experience to be good Board members. Also, students
are transitory; they are only on a campus for a few years. It takes quite a while

to learn how to function as a Regent. He said he felt that students ould very well

provide input to the Board by communicating with the Regents' staff. He said he
was afraid that students' concerns would mainly deal with such matters as permitting
liquor on the campus and. provIding birth control information. He said he thought
that university students working through the Arizona Students Association could
accomplish much by that association's dealing directly with Mr. Woodall's office.
He pointed out that Regents' meetings are open and anyone can appear at any Regents
meeting and have opportunity to bring matters to the Regents' attention at an
appropriate time. It is not hard to get a matter on the Regents' agenda, he said.

Mr. oghosian asked the Regents what their attitude is toward admitting
very qualified out-of-state students. Mr. Woodall answered that the Arizona
universities have an unusually large nonresident population, compared with insti-
tutions in other states. He felt this was good. Any viable university needs a
good mix. In Arizona we appreciate the contributions of nonresidents who have
come to the state and become good citizens, frequently state leaders. On the

other hand, there are financial considerations. The nonresident fees that an
out-of-state student in an Arizona university pays are among the lowest nonresident
fees in the country, he said.

Dr. Steelink asked Mr. Woods if he was in favor of beer on the campus.
Mr. Woods said he had only one vote among ten Board members but his vote would
be no. He said such pleasures as are furnished by drinking establishements are
available very near the campus. The university is an educational center, and we
simply do not need liquor on the campus, he said. To bring liquor on the campus,

he felt, would bring problems. It would greatly add to the problems of security.
Students should do their beer drinking on their own time off campus, he said.

Mr. Arthur Grant referred to Mr. Woods' listing in his ten-point program
the item Completion of a Costing Study by Major Disciplines at the Three Uni-
versities. Mr. Woodall explained that there was a continuing dispute and friction
over which campus would get how much money and why, relating to enrollment in
different fields of the several levels. Full-time equivalent enrollment figures
might be deceptive, he said, yet they are used in justification sometimes when it
is to the advantage of an institution to do so. The Regents feel they can come
up with a cost-per-student that will provide a more meaningful basis for allocating
funds. Mr. Woodall said that the Regents would probably take advantage of some of
the work of the Tennessee Higher Education Commission which has developed some good
formulas in this area. If one institution has 9,000 graduate students and another
institution has 9,000 graduate students, why should they each not get the same
amount of money? Well, of course, first the 9,000 graduate students must be
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considered in terms of full-time equivalent. And you have to look at the disci-
plines involved. It costs more to support a graduate program made up predominantly
of hard science disciplines than one made up predominantly of social sicence, and
more to educate doctors on a one-to-one basis than an atmospheric physicist. However

one cannot just assume this. There must be proper documentation of differentials.
One must take into account such matters as degree production. Hard statistical data
are being obtained and it is felt that soon some sound new measures can be developed.

Mr. Grant pointed out that departments of the same discipline at different
universities may have different commitments in terms of research or public service
or teaching and it would be very difficult to find the correct formula that would
recognize these. Mr. Woodall's response was that it certainly is difficult but it
is not impossible. He emphasized that his remarks referred only to intructional costs.

Dr. Peterson said that the importance of communication had been referred to
several times and he agreed with those remarks. He said the faculty and the University
administration certainly should make every effort to communicate and hopefully to
agree, but what if the faculty doesn't agree with the administration? Mr. Woods said
that faculty members should feel free to come to Regents' meetings and present faculty
points of view. Dr. Peterson said this route might simply become a pathway for gripers.
He asked if it would not be valuable to develop a regular, established means for
faculty input in some way. Mr. Woods said it could be done but he didn't want any of
the existing channels to be bypassed. Mr. Campbell said that the Academic Affairs
Committee of the Board, he felt, would be happy to receive expressions of faculty
concern about any issue at any time.

Dr. Jensen asked if such a meeting as this one might be held every year
with the Regents visiting with the faculty. The answer was yes, if the faculty would
like it.

Mr. Woods said he kept waiting for a certain question to come and it had not
been raised and he was surprised. What about unionization of the faculty and the
authorization of collective bargaining? Mr. Woods explained that in his private
business he had had considerable experience with unions and. he thought he knew quite
a bit about unions and union relationships. He said that if the three universities
"went union" or if collective bargaining were authorized by law, in the immediate
short run faculty members might get a little more money. However he thought that in
the long run faculty members would find they had much less academic freedom. Certainly
tenure would disappear. There was a time when unions were needed in this country but
he personally felt the pendulum had now swung too far in the other direction.

Mr. Woods closed the meeting by saying that the Regents would be happy to
come again from time to time to meet with the faculty if the faculty felt such
meetings were productive.

J I i I.,t
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- -

- ecretary

David Butler, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Woods, Mr. Campbell, and Mr. Woodall received a generous round of
applause.

The meeting adjourned at 14:15 o.çlock.




